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14 December 2016 
 
Mr Jeremy Godfrey 
Chairman 
ComReg 
Abbey Court 
Irish Life Centre 
Lower Abbey Street 
Dublin 1 
 
Dear Jeremy, 
 
Re: ComReg Information Notice 16/110 re Draft cost ranges for NGA services 
 
I refer to ComReg’s Information Notice 16/110 which was published on 12 December 2016.   
 
eir has grave concerns regarding this development, as well as the proposals which ComReg has made 
in its consultations on the Wholesale Local Access market (WLA market) and the Wholesale Central 
Access market (WCA market). In particular, we note that the Information Notice was published: 
 

 during the course of ComReg’s consultations on the WLA and WCA market reviews and prior 
to its forthcoming consultation on the appropriate form of price control for NGA services. It 
is so early in the consultation process that we struggle to see how Comreg can legitimately 
publish an indicative wholesale price range at this point in time, 

 without any prior notice to the market,  

 without any engagement with eir in relation to how the cost and network inputs were being 
applied, and 

 with a very broad range of so-called draft costs and caveats so broad as to question their 
reliability and usefulness. 

 
I also note the following points in relation to the contents of ComReg’s publication.  
 
The WLA and WCA market reviews are still only at consultation phase and responses are not due 
until the end of January 2017. ComReg itself acknowledges in paragraph 2 of the Information Notice 
that it will only be issuing a separate consultation on the detail of NGA FTTC price obligations in early 
2017. Yet ComReg is effectively ‘jumping the gun’ by taking the pre-emptive and unprecedented 
step of publishing indicative cost ranges for a proposed cost orientation remedy during a 
consultation on the application of such a remedy and prior to commencement of the pricing  
consultation process which is meant to determine the appropriate costing methodology.  Instead, 
ComReg has effectively started with the answer by publishing draft cost ranges from a model on 
which we have had no engagement. eir is also concerned that ComReg is effectively creating an 
erroneous expectation among industry participants that NGA FTTC pricing will be within the draft 
cost ranges published by ComReg. 
 
As a broader point, eir notes that ComReg is proposing using a whole range of different costing 
methodologies across open eir’s access network. It largely used a HCA approach for setting WLR 
prices; it appears to have already assumed a BU_LRIC approach for FTTC prices and a retail minus 
approach for FTTH prices. In fact, ComReg appears to be proposing the co-existence of two forms of 
pricing obligations on our NGA FTTC products, both a cost orientation and a retail margin squeeze 



obligation. eir has fundamental concerns with this approach and will set these arguments out fully in 
due course in response to the market review consultations and the forthcoming pricing consultation. 
 
We also note that ComReg is considering a cost orientation remedy for FTTC despite not having 
foreshadowed this in any earlier market review, consistent with good regulatory practice, ComReg’s 
duties in relation to encouraging investment and the Commission Recommendation. eir believes that 
ComReg should consider all responses fully and follow due process prior to concluding the 
appropriate market analysis, any change to the price control remedy and any population of 
appropriate cost models; rather than pre-emptively publishing draft NGA cost ranges based on 
ComReg’s pre-determined view of the outcome of the consultation processes.  This mix and match 
of costing methodologies is resulting in the lowest wholesale access and broadband prices across 
different parts of the WLA and WCA markets and is not allowing a reasonable prospect of eir 
recovering its significant investment costs, even if such costs were settled. Nor is it sending the right 
signals to network infrastructure providers about investment in fibre broadband.  As ComReg is well 
aware, eir’s FTTC rollout is still continuing. eir considers that many of these points might form the 
basis of an appeal were ComReg to maintain its proposed decisions on the pricing remedy for FTTC 
and the type of costs which it has published.  
 
I note that ComReg’s motivation for taking this unprecedented step appears to be based on levels of 
interest from industry and the likely relevance to the NBP process. In respect of the latter, surely all 
bidders are in the same position in terms of what is known to the market in respect of open eir’s 
published prices? These are the prices that are in effect until such time as there is a robust basis for 
putting any other potential forward looking prices into the public domain. It is not clear why ComReg 
has chosen to depart from proper processes and good regulatory practice because of the NBP.  
 
In conclusion, eir reiterates its deep concern with the unprecedented step that ComReg has taken. 
We believe that this will have a chilling effect on investment and competition in the fibre broadband 
market and will have the opposite effect of meeting the requirements of the EC Recommendation to 
enhance the broadband investment environment. 
 
eir strictly reserves all of its rights in relation to this and any future publications by ComReg in 
relation to this vitally important issue. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
Richard Moat 
 
 


















